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 by Gabriel Porras   

LA Fitness 

"Get Fit"

LA Fitness is dedicated to providing the tools that every person needs to

get into the best shape of his or her life. The gym has a wide range of

machines such as treadmills, stationary bikes and ellipticals in addition to

free weights, basketball courts, a pool and group fitness classes that allow

each member of the gym to personally tailor the workout to a specific

lifestyle. LA Fitness also has a team of personal trainers to help gym

members find that extra push to really make a change in their bodies and

lives.

 +1 817 870 1501  www.lafitness.com/Pages/clubhom

e.aspx?clubid=573

 2860 Crockett Street, Fort Worth TX

 by 12019   

Inursha Fitness 

"For Fitness Enthusiasts"

Inursha Fitness sets itself apart from other gyms and fitness centers by

employing the help of top fitness instructors and personal trainers.

Inursha is also different in the sense that it does not require a contract in

order to become a member. The state-of-the-art facility is clean,

comfortable, inviting and private so guests can work out without feeling

self-conscious. Fitness machines build strength, muscle and endurance

and the facilities offer personalized fitness plans or sport-specific

workouts. Relax in the steam room after a rigorous sweat session.

 +1 817 332 7554  inursha.com/  2927 Shamrock Avenue, Fort Worth TX

 by Gudlyf   

24 Hour Fitness 

"Fitness Haven"

Living up to its name, 24 Hour Fitness is a modern gym where you are free

to work-out at any time of the day or night. The facility features state-of-

the-art equipment, a swimming pool, a sauna and even a whirlpool. Apart

from this, they also offer group workouts and fitness classes like pilates

and cycling. The trainers are professionals and focus on various muscle-

stressing regimes. If you are planning to get on the health wagon, head to

24 Hour Fitness for fitness sessions that definitely won't disappoint.

 +1 682 233 9397  www.24hourfitness.com/gyms/fort-

worth-tx/fort-worth-horne-sport

 2701 Halloran Street, Fort Worth TX
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